LUX Takes Center Stage at AHR with Johnson Controls Inc.

Atlanta, Jan. 14, 2019 – LUX, a Johnson Controls brand, is kicking off the new year by taking center
stage at AHR Expo as the company joins Johnson Controls Inc. (JCI) in booth B1626. LUX was acquired by
JCI in October 2018. The strong reputation and power of the LUX brand in the marketplace rounds out
Johnson Controls’ residential offerings as well as strengthens their foothold in the commercial space.
LUX will be showcasing its KONO Smart thermostat as well as a previewing a new WIFI thermostat – the
PS2100 at the show. In addition, JCI General Manager Thermostats and former LUX CEO Rob Munin will
be speaking as part of the AHR Expo Product Presentation Series on Tuesday, Jan 15th at 12:45 p.m. at
Theatre C room 103. Munin will highlight the co-branding tools available to contractors to help drive
their visibility and business.
“We’re excited to be a part of the Johnson Controls space at AHR,” said Munin. “AHR is a great show
and we enjoy connecting with our partners and customers. Having a presence as JCI only highlights the
energy and potential that is coming in 2019. We’ll be previewing new products and showing the depth
between the brands, especially in the residential market. Together, we have an amazing portfolio of
home comfort solutions for Pros.”
For more information on LUX smart thermostats, visit Pro.LuxProducts.com.
LUX is an innovative name in home comfort and one of the largest brands of thermostats with over 16
million thermostats installed worldwide. LUX thermostats are powered by innovative design and
technology with a focus on ease of use and rich features making it easy for end users to manage their
indoor comfort. Users can save energy and money no matter the project budget with a full range of
comfort controls from smart through job-friendly programmable and mechanical thermostats.
About Johnson Controls
Johnson Controls is a global diversified technology and multi industrial leader serving a wide range of
customers in more than 150 countries. Our 135,000 employees create intelligent buildings, efficient
energy solutions, integrated infrastructure and next generation transportation systems that work
seamlessly together to deliver on the promise of smart cities and communities. Our commitment
to sustainability dates back to our roots in 1885, with the invention of the first electric room thermostat.
We are committed to helping our customers win and creating greater value for all of our stakeholders
through strategic focus on our buildings and energy growth platforms. For additional information,
please visit www.johnsoncontrols.com or follow us @johnsoncontrols on Twitter.
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